
SERVICES OFFERED

RENTON AUTO SPA
Professional Auto Detailing Services (A Division of Car Pros)

FULL VEHICLE DETAIL   $249.00

HEADLIGHT RESTORATION    $49.95

INTERIOR OZONE TREATMENT  $99.95

WINDSHIELD REPtAIR     $75.00 (Up to 2 spots).........................
We will repair up to two spots on your windshield with this service. 

Make your car smell fresh and clean again. Get rid of pet smell, fast food 
odor, cigarette stink or other undesirable odors that linger in your vehicle.
Our ozone treatment is the key to a fresh smelling vehicle.

Time is the enemy of your composite headlights. Over time your headlights 
become hazy and unattractive; not only that but the amount of light they 
produce is diminished which is a saftey concern. Our headlight restortion 
service will make them shine like they used to and look great too!

We start with the exterior including: cleaning and degreasing the engine, 
jams, wheels, wheel wells rocker panels etc. We remove tree sap, pollen, 
bugs, road grime and other contaminants from the painted surfaces. We 
wipe out all crevasses , and dress all rubber and weather strip. We polish 
and wax the exterior and clean all glass inside and out. We then turn our 
attention to the interior and carefully clean and treat all interior surfaces, 
mirrors, carpets and seating surfaces. When we say full detail, we mean it.

.........................

........

...............

425-988-6582 
206-724-5768 - Direct

- Office

John Sauls - Manager

3M PAINT PROTECTION................CALL FOR PRICING

Window tint keeps the interior of a car cooler by rejecting up to 65% 
of the sun’s heat and shading the passengers while in the vehicle. Tint 
also protects your interior from fading and cracking by blocking up to 
99% of the sun’s UV rays. Pricing dependent upon vehicle, quantity of
windows, tint desired. Inquire for specific pricing for your vehicle.

Paint Protection Film, or "clear bra" as it is sometimes known, protects 
the finish of the vehicle from bug acids, rock chips, scratches, stains 
and more. Pricing depends on vehicle and area(s) covered. 

WINDOW TINT SERVICES.............CALL FOR PRICING

Ask your Service Specialist about any other services 
you may be interested in, and we will check to see if 
our detail experts can accomodate your request.

NEW SERVICES

Coming Soon:


